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Question: We have our problems in America.
Master: Problems are everywhere. Prejudices are
everywhere. Not only in America but everywhere.
Problems are sometimes man-made, sometimes
unavoidable. What are the problems over there? Convey
some of them to me.
Question: In America we have racial problems that seem
to be coming to a boil now. And also there seems to be a
greater problem as far as confrontation between the
generations is concerned.
Master: It's everywhere, but in an advanced country like
America, it should be less there.
Question: And we also have a current problem of
inflation.
Master: Man will have to learn at a very high cost, in due
course. They will come round, but at a very high cost, I
tell you. These things lead where? To destruction. Don't
you think so? In due course, when these things go on
from day to day, more and more, they result in
destruction. Too many conflicts will arise. It is growing
more and more. Right understanding is the only remedy.
Unless you come to that, there is no peace. Man is being
divided, more and more. He is a man first; then the
religious label he is carrying, then his racial label, then
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from which country he comes — so much splitting up.
These atom bombs are waiting. God forbid.
This is high time for right understanding. The New Age
question is coming up among the young. There is
awakening, but they require right guidance. Papers,
television, radio, they can do much to ameliorate the false
position — but they are also going the same narrow way.
If general right understanding as an ideal is put before
people — they try to publish these things in a very sweet
way — I think that might have a good effect, a better
effect, to put down these conflicts. There are political
restrictions between countries; there are language
restrictions, and racial restrictions, as you say. Truly
speaking, all this trouble has passed beyond our care.
We can only pray, "Oh God, the world is aflame, it is
past our care, we cannot do anything about it. You
condescend to send down some Grace to set it right." Let
God save us in any way He likes. We want betterment
just now. From day to day these things are growing
worse and worse, tighter everywhere.
Question: Is there an explosion coming up soon?
Master: If the trend goes on like this, there will be an
inevitable result. If God sends some Grace in any way He
likes to set this right . . . otherwise it is past our care, the
care of human beings. Every day tensions are growing
more and more. The good we are trying to do is like
pouring water into sand — it is just like that. Unless
Grace comes down from Heaven, from God — that's the
only remedy. They say the Golden Age will arise from
the Iron Age. There is an awakening. With His Grace it
may become more. It might meet it to some extent. Every
country is wanting peace, peace, and yet they prepare
themselves for war. Military expenditures — every
country is trying to have an atom bomb; many have it
already.
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Question: Is India trying to have an atom bomb?
Master: They say they are not after it, but if there is an
increase in nuclear arms, they will have it to at least save
their lives. This is what they said publicly, "We are not
after it; we are not after the atom bomb." Well, I pray
God send His Grace. It is past our care already, honestly
speaking.
Question: It's taking more Grace from God these days
than it has in the past then?
Master: Surely. And still more Grace is required to put
down all these troubles which are growing more and
more.
Question: Is that additional Grace going to be
forthcoming?
Master: What goes out of the heart of the afflicted
people, naturally that is sent by God. After all, we are all
His children. But suchlike affairs are doomed, I would
say, irremediable. They've gone to such an extent; they
say, "Peace, peace, peace." They are trying, but with all
that, they are preparing themselves for war — as it
appears on the face of it. In some places the difficulties
are communism; they are provincial or national or racial.
And these problems are everywhere.
Question: Since we've been here for the past three weeks,
I haven't followed the newspapers at all, and I don't know
how the Peace Talks are coming along. [The Vietnam
Peace Talks then being held in Paris.]
Master: Actually what we say we should do, we should
live, then it's all right. They talk of peace but are
spending more and more on genocide day to day. Don't
you think so?
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Question: Lots spent on armaments, yes.
Master: If they talk of peace, let them also have less
armaments. More than half of the income of a country is
spent on that, even more than half. And if this was spent
for the good of the people, then? We are all brothers.
Each country should advance as much as possible and be
a source of help to others. You strengthen yourself and
let others also have strength.
Question: In addition to individual karma, I suppose
there is national karma as well?
Master: Haven't you read it in The Wheel of Life? I
mentioned it there.
Question: Is the Master Power going to stop this
explosion which seems so inevitable?
Master: Many will be saved who turn their faces to Him.
That's all I can say. The only thing is, we say something
and then do something else. That's the trouble. If the
governments really want peace, then where's the trouble?
They should avoid encroaching on the rights of others;
live and let others live; make their country so advanced
and peace-giving that everybody else would like to come
there. Now there are restrictions. You cannot go out from
one country into another without a visa. You cannot
leave a country without a passport. So these are
strongholds, is it not so? We go around like prisoners.
When I returned from the 1963 tour, the airplane was not
in order; we had to stay in Cairo. So we were restrained .
. . "All right, leave all your baggage, all your passports."
If we had to go to the bank, there were two soldiers with
bayonets this side, and two that side — to go to the bank!
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This is our fate. Just think . . . if your visa has expired,
they won't let you leave the ship. You will be turned back
from the port. This is what is happening. Rusel Jaque [the
author of Gurudev] came to India. Perhaps you might
have heard about him. He has written one or two books.
He has stayed in the ashram. His visa expired. First it was
extended for three months, then six months. You cannot
stay here more than that. He sent it to Pakistan. From
there it was extended. He wanted to live in India. Then
again he came to India; again his visa expired. Then he
had to send it to Burma, the other side. Then again he
wanted to extend his stay. He applied for it and by the
time the sanction arrived, his time had expired the day
before. So he was turned out of India. The sanction did
not arrive a day earlier, that's all . . . a true mirror of the
fate of the country! He could not remain because the
sanction did not arrive at Calcutta in time. It was only a
day late. I sent him a wire, but he could not stay. This is a
very ordinary incident I am quoting. There are more,
graver than that.
There are so many governments. Each man should keep
his country in a blooming state, let anybody come in
freely and enjoy it, and then help others bring up their
governments in the same blooming state. That should be
the attitude.
Question: You're painting a very dismal state of affairs
tonight. Can't You offer us any hope?
Master: This is hope: there are Saints, of course. Those
who turn their faces to Him, who stand at His door. . . .
But I'm talking of the general state of affairs. The trend in
which it is going will end in disaster, headlong down
daily. They speak of peace, they speak with their lips, but
they act otherwise. "Mohammedan countries form an
alliance." "All Christian countries form an alliance."
There's trouble going on everywhere. In India too we
have got the provincial troubles. Wheat has been sold at
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Bombay, say at one hundred rupees a maund [about
eighty-two pounds]; the same wheat is sold here, thirty
rupees; the same wheat is sold in other regions also at a
different rate. The country is the same, but one province
will not let others help. The same wheat in Pakistan is
sold at a much cheaper rate. If we think we are all one,
then where is the trouble?
Right understanding is required; there's no other remedy;
and His Grace. This is what the Masters did in the past.
They went out and gave people right understanding and
also "wake up." Anyway, it has passed out of the hands
of the son of man, that much is sure. Now it is 1970.
Don't you think in twenty or thirty years we'll be in more
trouble, if it goes like that? But there is awakening also.
There is a good sign.
They are having conferences to bring all religions
together. And the religions are forming pillars; and now
the further trend is, we should have all world religions
united — a world organization. Each religion, whatever
they give you, the basic message remains the same. What
is wanted is reformers, not of others, but of themselves.
Let us reform our countries.
Question: If we're going to reform our countries, it
means we're going to have to get into political action. Is
this the time for that? I mean, as opposed to reforming
ourselves?
Master: Politics cannot be reformed. Here in India we
have more political parties than in other countries where
they have only two or three; here we have about nine or
ten.
Now I've found the remedy for that — for instance, the
Delhi area consists of five or six areas; in each of those
areas I went out and gave a talk. I told them, whether you
are a Hindu, Mohammedan, or Sikh, you are all brothers,
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you live together. Be responsible for the honor of others,
daughters and mothers. Be responsible for the life and
wealth of others. Those who are sick should be helped;
those who are in need should be helped — all should be
looked after in your area. If anybody is not good, try to
reform him, and similarly, if you do that all over India,
let the world governments change or remain the same;
what is it to you? If wife and husband go on amicably,
what has the Emperor got to do with it?
Question: Advocate social rather than political action?
Master: Yes, that you can do. That is in your hands.
Question: You suggest that people of integrity should
stand for office, should be voted for, and that would
imply perhaps satsangis. And yet on the other hand,
satsangis, you say, should indulge more in social action
than in standing for office.
Master: All are satsangis. Some have been put on the
Way, have been given a touch inside, but they are still yet
to become full-blooming satsangis. All are satsangis;
some have got ingress, others have not, but the Truth is
there.
All ministers, everyone, should resign for three months
before voting. Then you should vote for the man of
integrity. He must have some background of service,
selfless service. If he is chosen from any party, he should
serve as the son of the country, not as the son of the
party. Those who are chosen because of their party, they
fight for the party. And who is in trouble? This is what
has happened — and is still going on. And moreover they
should have full conviction: Government of the people,
by the people, for the good of the people. And once they
are chosen, if they have not proved up to the mark, they
should be recalled — even the Government.
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If they are enjoined to resign three months before the
date of voting and these things are followed, then I think
the Government will also change. You cannot turn out
those who have been chosen now, can you? No. They
continue, maybe doing good, maybe bad; they fight for
their parties standing against others because they belong
to that party.
So I think this appears to be a very common sense
remedy. I'm not a political man, I tell you. They select
me everywhere; all men are dragging me for so many
things. They have faith in me; they know what I say will
be common sense. Don't you think Governments will
change in ten years if we go on like that? If they're not
changed, even then we can still live amicably. Just have
that Inner Way. So reformers will come up that way. This
is the way to develop the Golden Age out of the Iron Age
— with His grace of course. Pray for it.
Question: Both political and social reforms then are
needed before the Golden Age comes?
Master: That will inevitably result if you do these things;
even the Government can change by voting. But they're
not after change, you see.
Question: Do you think that today's youth is
fundamentally idealistic enough to bring about the
changes that You suggest?
Master: They want right guidance only, now. They've got
no right guidance. They are after it, that urge is within
them, but they are not given right guidance. If they're
given this, naturally they'll take a change in hand in five
to ten years. I don't know if anybody's going to tell them
these things.
Question: Do You think these things can be told in the
regular media of the day — the regular newspapers?
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Master: Where's the harm in it? Man is a free thinker.
Government might impose, that's another thing. But this
is the only way. Before voting, all should resign. Then
there'll be fair voting. Now these parties while in power,
in the chair, exercise every influence to be voted in again
by the people. Only those who are men of integrity, those
who have got some background of selfless service, when
chosen, should serve. If he's in America, first serve
America, not the party. Now parties are fighting like
anything, as I tell you. If two bullocks are fighting, the
crops are spoilt.
Question: I get in trouble when I use the word satsangi,
but should we assume that initiates should not run for
office?
Master: If they're chosen they can behave as I have
explained. How does it go against initiation? You wish
good for all, is it not so? If such-like people were really
initiates, and they're really on the way, they're selfless,
they're honest, they've got higher, spiritual strength —
they'll work wonders.
Question: I think it would be just wonderful; but wouldn't
it take away from spiritual development?
Master: My Lord, how long do you put in for meditation
out of twenty-four hours? You put in two or three hours.
In the rest of the twenty-four hours, how many do you
put into your work? Put in some time the right way.
You're giving yourself in the sacrifice of others. When a
brick is well baked, you can use it anywhere — it will
make a strong wall. If a man is changed, he will work
wonders in any line he chooses. We've not to stay away
and live in the forests. This is very common sense. To me
it appears like that, maybe not to many. But as a free man
I think you'll agree.
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Question: Politicians are the worst people.
Master: They are chosen by us. You curse yourself; why
did you choose them? I say sometimes to people when
the Government is bad, who is the cause of it? You! Why
did you vote for the wrong person? So for the future,
don't do it. If they cannot come round before that period,
whatever they're chosen for, three or five years, after that,
don't put such people back in office. That is your
responsibility. Now people are driven in like animals to
vote. Is it not so? In India especially, but I see in every
country it's like that. They're fighting like anything
among themselves. Whereas all this is meant for the good
of the country. With all good wishes, they're splitting up
the country. Don't you think physical, mundane, and
political problems could easily be solved in the spiritual
way?
Question: I think it's a wonderful concept — I don't think
I've ever heard You say before that initiates should get
themselves thus involved in actions of the world.
Master: I've never said they shouldn't. We are not to
leave the world and go to the forest. We've come here to
live — we have to learn swimming in water, not on dry
land. When everything goes with your will and pleasure,
where's the difficulty in your being very calm and quiet?
But if even in the heat of the moment you remain calm
and quiet; that is wonderful. For that you've got the
Bread of Life; It helps you spiritually but also physically,
intellectually, socially and politically — everywhere.
Question: Socially, I don't know; I mean in certain social
groups I'm aware of, I don't know how endeared being an
initiate makes you to members of those social groups.
Master: You have something to give to your spirit, to
give you strength spiritually. If you're weak, have good
food, have exercise; it does not affect your work — that
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makes you stronger, is it not so? Now we are amputated
men. Physically we are developed, intellectually we are
developed, spiritually we are nowhere. On spiritual
health depends the life of mind and body both. This is a
very important phase of life. Everybody is groaning,
crying, against governments, this and that — who is at
the back of it? Those who are crying. So you see,
spiritual life does not stand in the way of services,
genuine service to society, to the country, to the world.
When we talk like this, time flies. Anyway this is a very
important subject. You told me you had so many
problems; we've been talking them over. If you had not
mentioned them, naturally, I would not have talked about
them. The remedy for all these problems I see very
clearly.
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The Two Ways
This message was issued by Master Kirpal Singh on
April 2, 1967, in commemoration of the anniversary of
the passing of Hazur Baba Sawan Singh.
This was published in the
April 1971 issue of Sat Sandesh.
Dear Children,
On this auspicious day of the blessed memory of my
Master Baba Sawan Singh Ji Maharaj, I send you my
hearty message.
You have been put on the broad way back to God. If you
want to develop on the way of new life, you should be
broad-minded and not intolerant. You should not behave
like a frog in the well. But give your hand of fellowship
to all working for the common cause of the Master and
rise above petty considerations to the heights of life
through the power of inner silence brought about by
meditation. Try to dive deep into the depths of the heart,
and avoid superficial life. This can only be activated by
love, selfless service and sacrifice for the higher purpose
of life. A dedicated life knows no burdens or sufferings.
He lives for God’s work and as such leads a life of
detachment.
There are two ways — one leading to life and the other to
destruction; called Sharey Marg and Piray Marg. Piray
Marg relates to objective life and appears all beautiful
and easy to follow but it results in hatred and
malevolence, rigid ideology and obsessive self. The way
of Sharey Marg lies in developing inner silence, which is
harder to find. It is an uphill task and takes hard work of
mind and body and purification of spirit.
When you will become broad-minded and have risen to
the heights of life by sacrificing everything, you will find
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a vision of the Lord working in all alike, in saints and
sinners, in all men and in all creation, in all birds and
beasts, in all religions, in all scriptures and in all
prophets.
In silence we test ourselves to find weaknesses to be
weeded out. We have to wrestle with darkness and
develop moral muscles and receive the message of the
spirit. We must be for some time, at least, alone with
God. When we enter more and more into silence, our
desires will be eliminated, purity will be attained, and the
body and the mind sanctified, and we taste the Elixir of
Naam Divine and know how sweet the Name is.
In silence the heart illumines; veil after veil is removed.
In the heart shineth the Light, and the very silence
becomes vocal giving vent to the Music of the Spheres
reverberating in all creation. When the Light is seen
shining within your heart and the Music of the Spheres
becomes audible, you behold the Light in all, that is,
outside you see the One Light in all. This is the universal
vision that the One is in all and all are in One. Blessed is
he, the man of Illumination, for wherever he be, he
dwelleth with the One Eternal.
Such a blessed one belongeth not to this color or caste or
creed; he belongeth to all. The great mystic Rumi says:
I am neither Christian nor Jew,
Neither Gaber nor Turk,
I am not of the East; I am not of the West;
I am not of the land; Not of the sea;
I belong to the soul of the Beloved,
I have seen that the two are One.
And One I see, and One I know.
One I see, and One I adore.
He is the First, and He is the Last;
He is the outward, and He is the inward too.
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This is the ultimate goal before each one of you. I wish
all who care to achieve this goal. All feasible help of the
Master will be at hand.
With all love to each one of you,
Yours affectionately,
KIRPAL SINGH
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The Master on Satsang
These are some of the comments Master has made on the
proper way to conduct Satsang. They are taken from:
How to Develop Receptivity, the Master’s Talk in the
February 1971 issue of Sat Sandesh, Circular 49, and
letters published by the New York Satsang (now
Spiritual Elixir). This was published in the May 1971
issue of Sat Sandesh.
The dear ones should also be regular in attending
Satsang, which is where the theoretical side of the
Teachings are given, to enable them to increase their
understanding of what the books and circular letters
written by the Master contain. When you have right
understanding, you will have right thoughts, and from
right thoughts will automatically flow right words and
right action.
Satsang is not a place for gossip or social get-togethers. It
is a sacred forum where all meet to sit in sweet
remembrance of the Master as well as to increase their
understanding.
While I have permitted meditations also to be held at
Satsang in the past, generally after the Satsang, I would
now suggest that those dear ones who would like to
meditate together, do so before the Satsang commences.
This will avoid the incidence of social chitchat that has,
in many cases, been reported to me as going on at the
beginning and end of Satsang.
It will also avoid the participation of non-initiates in the
meditation period, which is not desirable, except in cases
of sincere seekers after Truth who are desirous of
initiation. When Satsang is finished, everyone should
leave.
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Those non-initiates who are interested in the Teachings
should be advised to first thoroughly study the books and
other literature available, before asking any questions. If
after such a thorough study of the Teachings, they still
have some questions, these may be answered by the
group leader. By attending Satsang in the right spirit, the
Master Power within each initiate will radiate, and the
resultant charging of the atmosphere will give a boost to
all. At times like these, the Master Power is given the
right environment to do Its work, which is to prepare the
dear ones for their second birth into the Beyond.
*****
Satsang is purely meant to discuss and explain the subject
of contacting the Naam Power — it is not a place where
the social and political matters are taken up. It is a place
of righteousness, and we should regard and respect it as
such. When we visit any religious temple, do we not
enter with respectful humility? Where our attitude is not
so, we surely expect to gain little from our attendance
there. To talk of worldly affairs in sacred places is
considered to be a sacrilege.
So your purpose in coming to Satsang is to imbibe the
love of God, to sit in His sweet remembrance, to unite
with Him. All things past and future, all irrelevant
matters can be dealt with in your own place of residence.
Come, but come with the very best of intentions. Bring
the remembrance of the Lord with you, and take it with
you when you leave. Do not listen to others’
conversations and do not talk to anyone unless it be about
the Truth. You will thereby gain full benefit from
Satsang — otherwise the years will pass by without any
real advancement.
Even though you may not understand all that is said, yet
if you sit with full attention you will profit by it. If your
thoughts are somewhere else, not only will you lose, but
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other people will also be affected by the impure
atmosphere you are creating, for thoughts are living and
possess great power. Regard the Satsang as a place of
purity; do not talk or think of anything but God, and
whosoever attends will be blessed by the uplifting
atmosphere. We do not go to Satsang to meet our friends
or to socialize.
Attending Satsang
(Master is commenting on Christ’s parable of the sower.)
Concerning those “seeds” that fall on the rocks and
beneath which there is little or no underlying soil, after
Initiation that “seed” should be fed by Satsangs — for if
those “seeds” are not watered by Satsangs, you see,
naturally they fade away — they also don’t grow — they
come for a few days, then leave it. So that is why I tell
the people, “Leave hundreds of urgent works to attend
the Satsangs.”
Content
The books written by the Master should be read in the
Satsangs, as these give a clear-cut view of the subject, as
also carry the life impulse of the Master and as such will
bless the dear ones with right understanding of the Holy
Path. Relevant portions of the books of other Masters,
viz., Kabir, Nanak, Christ, etc., dealing with Sant Mat,
Surat Shabd Yoga, may also be referred to where
necessary. Books written by other writers on these may
be studied by you if necessary individually at home, and
not at Satsangs. — Please follow this scrupulously.
*****
In this regard, Group Leaders and Representatives should
be thoroughly familiar with the Teachings. They will
greatly reduce their own workload if they read out at
Satsang the Circular Letters already referred to (i.e.,
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June 13 and November 5, 1969) in addition to selections
from the books written by me. The new book Morning
Talks will provide them with invaluable material for this
purpose. But most of all, they should set an example to
others in their actions. . . .
Children at Satsang
You may please politely request all the dear ones coming
to Satsang that the young children who cannot be kept
quiet during the course of Satsang should not be brought
by them. Besides, mothers of the very young ones in laps
who are likely to cry or cause disturbance should also be
requested to remain outside the hall especially during
meditation period when their young children will receive
all the blessing of the Master Power even if they do not
attend the Satsang for the reasons discussed above. And
after meditation sitting, if they ensure complete silence,
only then should they be allowed to attend Satsang, or
they remain outside.
However, if you can manage to have all the young
children kept together at some place outside the hall
under the supervision of somebody, there is no objection
to it. The silence and serenity of the house must be
maintained carefully.
I hope everybody will cooperate lovingly. Please convey
my love to all Satsangis over there.
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Gradations in Prayer
Chapter 22 of the book Prayer: Its Nature and Technique,
written by Master Kirpal Singh

In the course of time an aspirant begins to feel more and
more the need for spiritual uplift than for mere physical
comforts. In Brihadaranyaka Upanishad we have this
prayer:
From the unreal lead me to the real, from darkness lead
me to light and from death lead me to immortality.
As soon as an aspirant begins to have inner experience,
all worldly enjoyments lose their charm. Having had an
experience, howsoever little, of the Unchangeable
Permanence, he now finds no pleasure in the everchanging objects of the world, subject as they are to
gradual decay, disintegration and ultimate dissolution. He
asks no more for physical comforts.
What shall I pray for, when nothing is permanent.
Kabir
The whole world is slavishly mad, following the
Epicurean principle “Eat, drink and be merry.” None has
time to think of God and the inner Self. But nothing in
the world holds any attraction for a true aspirant. He
makes best use of whatever comes in his way and works
but to satisfy the bare needs of his body, and spends the
rest of his time in Sadhna (spiritual discipline) so as to
derive the greatest benefit for his soul.
For times without number have I drunk life to the lees.
Without Thy Saving Grace, O Lord! Nanak hath no
release.
Guru Arjan
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Hereafter the aspirant lives just for the manifestation of
God-head within himself and to sing the glory of His
name.
Let the lotus feet of the Master rest in the heart,
Let the tongue repeat His Holy Word,
To live a life of constant remembrance
nurture ye this living temple of the Lord.
Guru Arjan
While on this Path the pilgrim traveler realizes his
ignorance, and knowing his incapacity, extends to God
his hands in prayer:
O Lord! make me swim safely to the other shore,
1 know not swimming, extend to me Thy hand of help.
Namdev
As his angle of vision changes, so does the nature of his
prayer. At first a person prays for the fulfillment of his
physical needs; but when one starts on the spiritual Path,
he prays for the removal of such obstacles as come in his
way, e.g., sense-turmoil, mental chattering, ingrained
karmic impressions.
This period is most critical in the life of a sadhak. Until
actual self-realization, he is in a state of perpetual
restlessness, tossing back and forth. He belongs wholly
neither to the world nor to God. While in the eyes of
worldly people he is a man of piety, yet in the heart of his
heart he knows he is full of iniquities.
Farid the sinful is still robed in black,
Though the people address him as Darvesh.
Farid Sahib
In this state of uncertainty the sadhak at times tries to
snap away and escape from the struggle; but after a time
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the inner urge once again comes upon him, and he takes
courage and starts Godward.
Should a traveler while traveling fall down,
There is nothing to wonder and cavil at.
O Kabir! one who sits and starts not on the journey,
Has an immeasurable distance yet to traverse.
But until a person is able to subdue his senses and
sensory organs and rid the mind of oscillations, the
kindly Light of God does not dawn upon him.
Blessed are the pure in heart,
for they shall see God.
If thine eye be single,
thy whole body shall be full of light.
Christ
He who controls his ten organs,
Heaven’s Light dawns within him.
Guru Arjan
The wiles of the mind are both very subtle and risky. It
often lies in ambush and makes its inroads when least
expected. The ingrained evil propensities, though
invisible, are very strong, and time and again they come
to the surface to deliver blows which often prove fatal.
The coil strikes out like lightning, with such sharp and
sudden twists and turns, that man by himself is helpless
in its clutches. Here comes the need for the long and
strong arm of the Master, which stretches forth with
equal agility to his rescue:
Subdue the mind with the Power of the Master.
Swami Shiv Dayal Singh
Mind cannot come to rest unless it is overshadowed by
the power of the Master.
Maulana Rumi
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The sleeping mind comes to its own
By constant thought of the Master.
Guru Ram Das
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